Cultural Heritage in the light of the Economic
Development of a Society
Municipality of Čajetina,
SERBIA

Our heritage: where the past meets the
future
Heritage is the legacy that we receive from the
past, that we experience in the present and that
we will pass on to future generations, by UNESCO.
However, cultural heritage is not limited to
monuments and collections of objects. It also
includes lived expressions inherited from our
ancestors and passed on to our descendants.
These include oral traditions, performing arts,
social manners, rituals, celebrations, practices
and knowledge and techniques related to
traditional handcrafts. Despite its fragility,
intangible cultural heritage or
living heritage is an important factor in
maintaining cultural diversity.

#EuropeForCulture

2018:European Year of Cultural Heritage
http://euinfo.rs/kalendar-kulturnihdogadjaja/
-Music festivals
-Other events within European year of
Cultural Heritage
*Belgrade, Novi sad, Niš ( most of the
events)
*Smaller towns (1 event)
https://europa.rs/eu-u-srbiji-pocelakampanju-kulturnog-nasledja/
’’Serbia and Western Balkans are the part of
Europe. We share the same heritage and
history, but also the future full of
opportunities and challenges. By celebrating
the common cultural heritage we celebrate
the common area of values and priciples the
EU is founded on.’’
Sem Fabrizi, EU Ambassador to Serbia

#EuropeForCulture

#EuropeForCulture

Survey results – general data
CAJETINA questionnaire, 38 respondents
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/10z5dWJcTbtoPphTmxQNKIv0LZ7kNkupnG8fJIfn7N_Y/edit?ts=5d9e3645#respon
ses
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QUESTIONNAIRE
1.
Do you know that the European Commission almost every year promotes
’’European Year of...’’ in order to raise the awareness of the citizenship on
the various topics, questions and initiatives?

NO
32%
YES
68%

v Serbia is not the EU member
v Awareness of the EU initiatives
v Smaller towns survey info

QUESTIONNAIRE
2.
Do you know that Serbia celebrated 2018 : European year of Cultural
Heritage?
NO
24%

YES
76%

v General awareness of the EU cultural initiatives
v Smaller towns survey info

QUESTIONNAIRE
3.
In Your opinion, how important is the culture on local/regional level and
does it have some impact on the economic development of the
community?

v 56% very high impact
v 4% not important for economy
v 40% very important, elaborating ( 0,5% not sure is it
possible)
v ’’Awareness of cultural heritage and its importance influences ( on the
local level) the development of education, sustainable tourism,
enterpreneurship, trade-ledaing to the economic development of a
society.’’

v Smaller towns survey info

QUESTIONNAIRE
4.
In which way do the younger generations in Serbia understand cultural
heritage? Does the cultural heritage of the EU have an impact on their
development and of the community they live in?

v 60% insufficiently
v 21% influences significantly
v ‘’Younger generations, to a certain level do not understand the

cultural heritage and its importance. The impact on the young
would be more tangible if they are better acquainted with the
EU cultural heritage, in theory but in practice as well ( travelling
abroad, gaining experience...)’’

v ‘’From the point of view of the young, the cultural heritage means
folklore tradition. Cultural heritage of the EU does not have larger
impact on the local communities in Serbia.’’

QUESTIONNAIRE
5.
Are you familiar with an event organized within the frame of 2018 :
European year of Cultural Heritage?
YES
32%
NO
68%

v 32% related the cultural events to the 2018 : European
year of Cultural Heritage
v Various projects related to culture in general
v 5% related to the exact events of Serbia celebration of
2018 : European year of Cultural Heritage

QUESTIONNAIRE
6.
Did you take part in any event directly relating or promoting 2018 :
European year of Cultural Heritage?
YES
5%

NO
95%

v 5% participating
v No one participated in the events directly connected to
Serbia celebration of 2018 : European year of Cultural
Heritage

QUESTIONNAIRE
7.
Are you familiar with any projects in the field of culture/cultural heritage
preservation, EU financed that were implemented in Your municipality or
surrounding?

NO
55%

YES
45%

v 44,7% recognize the culture projects in the near-by area
v 15% Reconstruction and valorization of the wooden church in
Jablanica ( Cajetina municipality)
v 8% Reconstruction of the birth house of Dimitrije Tucovic (Cajetina
municipality)
v Innovative interpretation of cultural and historical heritage through
the archeological research

CONCLUSIONS
Cultural heritage impact on the community
In the creative economy, that comprises the economy, science and
education, rising potentials of cultural heritage have a specific impact.
HERITAGE

Cultural continuity
Process of identification
Strengthening of the individual/collective identity
Respecting other cultures
Respecting variety of cultural types
Improving acknowledgment of natural heritage
Basis of knowledge for Economy development and creative society
development
Importance of the Cultural Heritage makes the economic valorization of
it very significant
Responsible management of the cultural resources
Preconditions for the international tourist and creative
valorization of the attractions

QUESTIONNAIRE/Conclusions
8.
Do you consider the EU initiatives, in the field of culture, well-known and
enough promoted in Your community?
YES
8%

NO
92%

v Not enough awareness
v Not enough promotion
v Field to work on

QUESTIONNAIRE/Conclusions
9.
EU ambassador in Serbia said :
’’European year of Cultural Heritage is an exquisite opportunity to give
the incentive to the creative industries and the IT society, but above all, it
is an opportunity to remind ourselves what makes our identity as a
European?’’ How did you understand the statement and do you have
comments?

v ‘’In the overall IT development, we have to preserve
our traditional values.’’
v ‘’Through the incentives and investments in culture and
IT systems, that are the future one country’s economy,
cultural awareness of the people will rise, as well as
tourism and consequently the favourable economic
conditions of a local community and the state itself.’’
v ‘’Connecting cultural heritage and IT innovations leads
to the new jobs, investments atraction, which means
we need to protect our cultural heritage as the part of
EUROPE.’’

QUESTIONNAIRE/Conclusions
10.
How will you spread the information on the various initiatives
implemented, aiming at raising awareness about the cultural heritage of
Serbia and the EU in Your community?

v
v
v
v

42% Social media
18% communicating in person
5% working/being active on the projects
Questionnaires, workshops, round tables...

QUESTIONNAIRE/Conclusions
11.
In Your opinion, how could the elements of cultural heritage have an
impact on the economy of a community and education of younger
generations? .

v ‘’Give the young more freedom, possibilities to travel, to actually see that culture
and then the results will be evident.Living like this, we don not have a real picture
of Europe.’’
v ‘’Preservation of cultural heritage is the only proof we respect our history,
important events, people and buildings taht can define what is good, beautiful
and applicable in the future times.’’
v ‘’There are so many possibilities, but those in power cannot recognize it. Wrong
choice of the staff in the cultutal institutions will cost us a lot.’’
v ‘’Promotion of the cultural heritage for the torism purposes can be the
development key of a local community, while the education will make them
value the cultural heritage potentials when older.’’
v ‘’Tourist valorization of the cultural values. Education can be promoted particularly
by the exchange study tours, travels and tourism. That is the way to become
familiar with the foreign cultured and understand the place of our own cultural
heritage within Europe.

QUESTIONNAIRE/Conclusions
12.
Are you interested in participating in the projects of the European
cultural heritage promotion, potentially implemented in Your
community?

v
v
v
v
v

32% YES
12% NO
56% no answers
Generally not interested
...though can initiate them

Cultural
heritage

Economic
development
Constant
Informing the
public

Education

Elements of cultural
heritage, presented in due
time and continually can
have a very positive impact
on the younger generations’
education, consequently on
the economy of a local
community. Economic
development is directly
conditioned by every single
person, aware of his/her
rich cultural heritage.

Open question :How to initiate the young ( not only)
to take part in the cultural events and projects?
ØBetter promotion
ØMore and constant information
ØInteresting project topics
ØContest-reward activities
ØAvailability of the cultural facilities
CAJETINA ACTIVITIES :
-Festival of humor
-- Building of cultural Center ( after fulfilling the basic
needs of the population)
-- Cultural summer event ( 2 mnoths every year)
--Exhibitions

‘’ A concerted effort to preserve
our heritage is a vital link to our
cultural, educational, aesthetic,
inspirational and economic
legacies-all of the things that quite
literally make us who we are.’’
Steve Berry, American author and former attorney
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BOJANA BOŽANIĆ
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